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Popping the
question photos:
Professional engagement shoots are a necessity

W

hen my fiancé proposed, I was
shocked to find a photographer hiding in the bushes. Turns out, during
the entire engagement scavenger hunt he orchestrated
with friends, a photographer was following me all over
town as I found each clue. When I first saw the photos of my man actually proposing—my heart stopped.
Our photographer, Nikki LaFaille, actually captured a
moment where my feet literally left the ground.
Engagement photography is a growing trend and
nowadays couples are taking it to even more unique
extremes from themed photo shoots to actually having
photographers hide at distances to capture the actual
moment the engagement begins.

Pap the Question is a New York, Chicago and
Philadelphia based photography company that
specializes in capturing that beautiful and surprising
moment. With six years of experience as a Paparazzi
photographer, owner James Ambler got the idea of Paparazzi-style engagement photos when he proposed to
his now wife.
The first thing people asked once they heard the couple’s engagement news was “How did he propose?”

Ambler said and then it hit him—man, did he wish he
had pictures. And with all his contacts in the Paparazzi
biz, it probably would have been an easy thing to set up.
The more Ambler thought about it, the more he figured
that if he wanted pictures of the big moment, then other
men would probably be interested in doing the same for
their own proposals.
And so Pap the Question born to help guys forever
capture that heart-stopping second they ask for their
lady’s hand in marriage.
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“It’s very similar in some respects to shooting celebrities,” Ambler, who has shot celebrities such as Brad
Pitt and Angelina Jolie himself, said. “We hide in the
bushes. We fade into the background. What we’ve
found is that no woman should be looking for a guy
taking her picture. Even if she does see us, she still
won’t suspect a thing.”
Sometimes the guys proposing will choose to point
out where the Paparazzi is hiding after slipping the
ring on her finger while others sometime wait until
later to surprise her with the photos as a gift.

“Sometimes we’ll shoot picnics in Central Park and
the surprise will be the man getting on one knee—
it’s still very romantic,” Ambler said. “But having it captured is that extra special thing.”
Part of this photography company’s services is to consult about the proposal. For guys who are nervous about
whether or not their proposal will execute properly, this
could definitely be a beneficial perk. They’ll walk
through the wedding location with the groom-to-be
before the proposal to make sure they know where the
surprise will happen to ensure they will not miss a moment. Pap the Question aims to make the whole experience truly organic when capturing the proposal as
it happens, Ambler said.
“You can’t recreate that expression on a woman’s face
when he get’s down on one knee,” Ambler said. “If you
think about it, it’s crazy to not capture the moment and
that raw emotion.”
But what about after the question is officially popped?
While you can definitely do an impromptu photo ses78
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sion with your Paparazzi-style photographer after capturing the big moment, chances are you may still want
another professional shoot with either a theme or props
to coordinate later with your wedding style.

I knew the second my fiancé got down on one
knee where I wanted our engagement photos taken.
But seeing as I was not aware of the fact that my fiancé
would propose on that particular day—I was definitely
not dolled up enough for an actual photo shoot beyond
the sweet, candid pictures taken. In fact, if it wasn’t for
the friend who delivered the first scavenger hunt clue
suggesting I may want to change my clothes—I could
have been proposed to in a blue sweat suit. So, we opted
to do another session later on when we both would be
looking our very best.
Being college sweethearts, it only seemed natural that
we’d use the Blue Ridge Mountains as our backdrop.
Both of us grew up beachside—him in North Carolina
and myself in Florida, but somehow we both ended up
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While Pap the Question has multiple packages starting at $500, they tailor their services
to the individual’s needs and can work with or
around any engagement idea. They can even follow couples for entire days or weekends in true
celebrity Paparazzi style to document the moments
that led up to the proposal. Ambler is currently excited to prepare for a sky diving proposal that requires him to actually jump out of a plane.
However, he is also equally as thrilled to shoot the
simpler proposals.
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in the mountains to attend Appalachian State University. There was no place more beautiful, and as the spot
where our love story began, I knew we just had to
showcase it.
The day of our engagement photo shoot, we impulsively bought outfits that went with our wedding’s
color scheme: purplish gray for him and a yellow sundress for me. Our photographer, Kristin Kirk of Wilmington, NC completely put us at ease and not only
captured great photos—she also captured us. Every time
my mother walks by our save-the-date magnet, she
smiles and says, “You can really tell just how much he
adores you in this picture.”

Engagement portraits and magazine style photo
shoots are not only growing in popularity among upcoming brides and grooms—they’re becoming a necessity.
When Mimi Hsu of Charlotte, NC won a free engagement session with her photographer Christi Falls last
August, she knew she wanted to showcase her and her
fiancé’s mutual interest in the game Scrabble some way.
Painting pieces of wood to look like game pieces her-

self, Hsu brought the props along with her when she
and her fiancé headed to their session to see what Falls
could do with her vision.
“I had an idea of some of what I wanted to do with my
shoot. But I was up for anything,” Hsu said, “Having no
expectations is better than having expectations because
then you’ll be open to so much more and really get to
see your photographer’s creativity.”
Falls’s eye for detail was able to capture Hsu ’s vision,
showcasing Scrabble to represent the couple in a completely unique way.The Scrabble photo shoot exceeded
Hsu’s definitely expectations, so she turned one of the
photos into postcards for her save-the-date.
But getting great engagement announcements aren’t
the only thing Hsu ended up with after her photo
shoot.
“Creating these memories you’ll have forever is important to me,” she said. “Weddings are about you and
family and everyone else. But [taking engagement photos] is just about you and your fiancé. It celebrates the
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fact that you got in engaged with moments you
are going to always remember.”
Her photographer, Falls, said she loves having engagement sessions with brides who she will also
have the opportunity to shoot their wedding later.
“It really helps me to get to know my clients before their wedding day,” Falls said. “Are they serious or laid back? There are a lot of things to
learn about people.”

The getting to know each other benefit of an engagement photo shoot goes both ways though
and can serve as a real asset in the wedding planning stage. Any couple considering a photographer to shoot their wedding should shop around.
A great way to get to see which photographer is
right for you is by having a session with them and actually seeing their work, Falls said. Engagement photo
shoots provide this opportunity to investigate photographer prospects without committing to hire them for
your wedding before you’re 100 percent sure.
“You can use engagement sessions to ‘test drive’ the
photographer,” Falls said. “I think even if [a couple]
hasn't decided that they are going to book someone for
their wedding, then they can do a trial run to see if their
attitudes and personality mesh.”
It’s kind of like dating your wedding photographer.You
didn’t get engaged to just any man, did you? You probably dated and took your time making such an important decision. Why should picking your photographer
be any different?

L.A. wedding photographer Amanda Rynda also
does engagement sessions for couples.While she enjoys
getting to know her clients with fun shoots like the
zombie engagement photos that went viral last year, she
also sees a benefit for the bride and groom-to-be as
80
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well. Engagement shoots are great practice for a couple
to get comfortable being in front of a camera. Rynda
experienced it firsthand when she was a bride herself.
“I was so nervous being photographed during my own
engagement session, but having that time gave me the
opportunity to learn how to open up in front of the
camera. When my wedding day came, I know I was
being myself,” Rynda said. “Sometimes having someone following you around clicking all the time can be
a little intimidating. So having some practice with that
experience during an engagement session is priceless.
I've had lots of couples tell me afterward that they were
so glad they did it.”
There are no limits for what couples can do for their
engagement photos. It can be a simple portrait with coordinated colors to match the wedding like with mine
or have props like with Hsu ’s Scrabble session. But
many couples opt for themes and concepts that convey
a little more than the typical “boy meets girl” love story.

In a blog on her photography site, Rynda wrote
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To prep for shooting her clients, Falls has couples fill out a questionnaire about their likes, dislikes and even shared hobbies—like Hsu and her
fiancé’s love of Scrabble. Falls successfully gets to
know the couple as a couple rather than just as
another bride and groom.
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about shooting the zombie themed shoot which ended
up more like a panel by panel comic scenario. Apparently the couple wrote her saying, “We want to survive
a zombie attack and then hug because we’re in love!”
Rynda said she loves it when couples bring unique
ideas to her. Recently she incorporated Harry Potter
into a session because of how a couple enjoyed reading
the series together.
“I can't get enough of fun creative couples, who do put
some effort into their sessions,” she said. “Personally, I
love when couples bring something unique to the
shoot that is clearly a reflection of themselves. That really keeps things exciting for me.”

Between their many uses, the memories made and the
benefits of getting to know your photographer before
your wedding day—engagement photography is definitely more than a growing trend. It is a pre-wedding
necessity.
“The fact is, it's not your wedding day. It's just a normal
day,” Rynda said. “I love that couples are willing to
showcase their love on a day other than their wedding
day. Because it's the day-to-day love that's really important, isn't it?”

How to make your
engagement photos unique

Many couples will use their engagement photos for
their save-the-dates, but there are so many options for
what these photos can be used for. From turning them
into books for wedding guests’ signatures and wellwishes, to blowing up huge portraits to display at the reception, there are endless things that can be done.

• Have pictures taken during the actual proposal

Falls has even turned some engagement photos into
postage stamps for some of her clients who then use
them to mail their wedding invitations.

• Use them as one-of-a-kind save-the-dates or
wedding decorations

• Coordinate your photos with your wedding theme
either with colors or props
• Showcase a mutual interest
• Come up with a crazy concept (zombie survival or
sky diving anyone?)
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